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THE SOUL OF·
A NEW DESSERT

cated in Buffalo, New York. Rich's
best-known product is Coffee Rich,
the stuff you put in your coffee.
For more than an hour, while birds
were chirping in the trees, I sat in
one of Rich's test kitchens and sampled a huge variety of treats.
The most remarkable thing about
the food I ate was not its quantity
but its temperature: everything I
put in my mouth was frozen. The
strawberry shortcake I ate was at
minus 22 degrees Fahrenheit. That's
ten degrees colder than Fairbanks in
January and exactly the same temperature as the surface of Mars. I
took a bite, chewed it up, and swallowed it right down. The pieces of
fruit were at about 8 degrees. The
chocolate eclair was served directly
from the freezer.
Ice is warmer than what I ate;
it's also harder. Ordinary frozen
strawberries are so hard they bounce
like billiard balls when you throw
them against the wall. Let them
thaw for a couple of hours and they
collapse into puddles of watery red
mush. But Rich's frozen strawberries are soft and sweet and firm at
temperatures far below freezing. I
plunked them into my mouth and
chewed them up. Chewing them
didn't hurt my fillings; swallowing
them didn't hurt my throat.

think it's easy to keep
food soft at 5 degrees Fahrenheit. All you have to do,
you'll say, is load it up with
On the cutting edge of pudding technology.
a lot of chemicals-like
antifreeze.
OR BREAKFAST this morning I
nilla milkshake. Then I had a spoon- But the process that Rich's has instarted off with a carton of ful of tartar sauce. There was no vented doesn't involve the addition
Fresh 'N Frosty. Fresh 'N fish to go with the tartar sauce, but, of chemicals. The frozen tartar
Frosty is sort of a cross be- to tell you the truth, I've never been sauce I tried contained vegetable
tween a ball-park frosty malt and a big fan of fish for breakfast. Then oil, corn syrup, pickled cucumbers,
a McDonald's milkshake. The one half of a Bavarian cream-filled choc- vinegar, pickled onions, salt, sugI had was chocolate flavored. Then, . olate eclair. Then all of a choc- ar, citric acid, vegetable gum, musafter coffee, I had three strawberolate cream puff. A glass of apple tard powder, and spices. Yet even
ries, a couple of blueberries, a boy- juice. A slice of strawberry short- at zero degrees Fahrenheit it could
senberry, a peach slice, and some cake. And, finally, a little pie-in-a- . be spooned right out of a jar and
loganberry puree. Then I had a plastic-cup concoction that had a into my mouth. The onions were
piece of devil's food cream cake. layer of cookie crumbs, a layer of crisp and tasty. The pickles were
Then about four bites each from minty filling, and a layer of creamy firm and pickly.
Rich's new freezing process,
topping. I could have eaten more,
brand-new cartons of chocolate,
which is called Freeze Flo, does
vanilla, and strawberry Fresh 'N but it was almost time for lunch.
My host for breakfast this morn- more than merely keep foods soft.
Frosty.
It also keeps them from getting sogI was getting a little thirsty now, ing was Rich Products Corporation,
so I had a glass of water and a va- a food manufacturing company 10- gy. If you accidentally leave one of
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Rich's frozen eclairs sitting on your
kitchen counter after dinner Friday
night, the pastry snell will still be
dry and flaky on Tuesday morning.
And after three days at room temperature, the eclair will still be safe
to eat: Rich's new frozen foods do
not support bacterial growth. A researcher at the company once injected thousands of bacterial colonies into the filling of a chocolate
eclair. After several days at room
temperature, all the bacteria were
dead. And Freeze Flo products can
be repeatedly thawed and refrozen,
which means they are cheaper to
transport and store. In fact, some
Freeze Flo products don't really
need to be frozen at all.
It isn't hard to imagine applications for Freeze Flo foods. How
about strawberry ice cream with
whole, soft strawberries in it? Or
frozen pies you can eat directly out
of (or inside) your freezer? Or
frozen juice concentrates you can
pour and mix without thawing? Or
hot dogs you can, store for six
months in your kitchen cabinet
(yuck)? Or a chocolate eclair you
can eat half of and then refreeze?
Rich's is already making some of
these products; others are being licensed to independent manufacturers. In all, the company holds
about forty patents in this country
and abroad. New uses for the process are being discovered all the
time. Freeze Flo, according to an
article in the Frozen Food Executive (published by the National
Frozen Food Association, "voice of
the frozen-food industry"), "may
turn out to be the most revolutionary development in frozen foods
since Clarence Birdseye froze his
first fish."
Freeze Flo may turn out to be a
revolutionary development in other
areas as well. "Food chemistry and
medical chemistry have a lot in common," hints a Rich Products executive. Company scientists are now
working hard on secret experiments
they refuse to discuss in public.
Patents have been applied for. An
announcement will be forthcoming.
Freeze Flo may even prove to be
the long-awaited cure forBut I'm getting ahead of myself.

NTHE olden days, many thousands of years before the invention
of Freeze Flo, primitive man "ate
what he wanted, then left the rest,"
according to a Rich Products promotional film. This was pretty dumb,
considering primitive man's habit
of starving to death. A few years
passed. Then, up north, primitive
man discovered that he could preserve foods by packing them in snow
and ice. "True, thawing took time."
But thawed foods tasted good, and
as the centuries flew by and human
civilization advanced in ways far too
numerous to describe in a single
sentence, "frozen-food technology
improved."
At long last, in 1929, Clarence
Birdseye froze his epochal fish, and
the modern age of frozen food began. Actually, food had been frozen
commercially well before 1929. In
1869, for example, pigeons were
frozen and sold in some parts of the
United States. But this was mere
child's play compared with what
Birdseye accomplished at the dawn
of the Great Depression. His major
contributions, according to one authority on extremely cold food, had
to do with "selection, handling,
preparation, freezing, storage, transportation, and marketing"-in short,
everything.
One of the most interesting facts
about the frozen-food industry, I
think, is that the Birds Eye Company (today a division of General
Foods) was named after an actual
person (though General Foods, of
course, was not). I had no idea. If
you think about it, though, it makes
perfect sense: why would a rational
human being name a frozen-food
company after the eye of a bird?
(Fish's Eye, on the other hand,
would have a certain logic to it, because the eyes of fish played an important, though little-known, role in
the early years of the industry. In
] 899, in a report published by the
United States Fish Commission, a
man named C. H. Stevenson put his
finger on the major obstacle facing
would-be freezers of fish: "the eye
dries up and loses its shining appearance after long exposure to
cold.")
Clarence Birdseye's estimable
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achievements notwithstanding, the
early history of frozen food was not
an unbroken chain of triumphs.
Three decades before he was elected
president, Richard Nixon tried to
manufacture a frozen-orange-juice
product called Citra-Frost. Frozen
orange juice turned out to be a good
idea, but Nixon froze his in plastic
bags, which were continually breaking. Humiliated by the fickle goddess of subfreezing temperatures, the
young man from Whittier turned his
attention to politics.
StilI, there were plenty of exhilarating moments. In 1942, 6],566
pounds of succotash were frozen in
the United States. On"e year later,
the territory of Alaska boasted
1,293,000 cubic feet of refrigerated
storage space. Other milestones were
passed in due course. By 1950, in
their book The Freezing Preservation of Foods, Donald K. Tressler
and Clifford F. Evers felt justified
in predicting that even chillier days
were ahead. "When nearly all kitchens have equipment for freezing
and storing perishable foods," they
prophesied, "the use of frozen foods
will be well-nigh universal."

AND ELEANOR Rich of
Buffalo, New York, brought
five children into the world,
but only one of them-Bobgrew up to make a major contribution to the frozen-food industry.
Robert E. Rich, the future founder
and current chairman of Rich Products Corporation, was born on JUly
7, 1913, sixteen years before the
official invention of frozen food. His
father was a dairyman who switched
to the ice-cream business after discovering he couldn't stand to sell
milk.
Growing up in the Rich household was considered quite the thing
in early-twentieth-century Buffalo.
"Everyone loved to go to the
Riches'," a neighbor later recalled,
"because refreshments were superior." Paul Rich brought home a
different flavor of ice cream every
night. He also allowed his children
to play football in a cemetery and
to wrestle, on mats that he himself
provided, in a garage. "I think wresAUL
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ding is the finest sport there is,"
Bob Rich says today.
When Bob graduated from the
University of Buffalo, his father
gave him $5,000. Bob used the money to make a down payment on a
dairy. He disliked the milk business
as intensely as his father did, but he
wanted to assert his independence.
During World War II, Rich
worked for the War Production
Board and was appointed milk administrator for the state of Michigan. His job was to divert excess
milk supplies to thirsty American
soldiers. One day he paid a visit to
the George Washington Carver Laboratory, a research institution endowed by Henry Ford. The laboratory's principal activity was supplying
Detroit's Ford Hospital with a product Rich had never seen before:
milk made from soybeans.
In a certain sense, Henry Ford's
career can be viewed as a plot to
eradicate large domestic animals.
Having rendered the horse obsolete
with his automobile, he had now set
out to eliminate the cow. Carver
scientists spent their days striving to
realize their benefactor's vision of a
cattle-free society. Periodically Ford
threw parties for journalists at which
he served nothing but milk, ice
cream, hamburgers, cheese, and
other foods made from soybeans. He
even built a soybean car.
Ford's antagonism toward cows
struck a chord in Robert E. Rich.
Rich, after all, was a second-generation hater of the dairy business.
"I'd always said that the cow was
the most inefficient manufacturing
plant in America," he says today.
"Its product is 87 percent water,
and it's high in bacteria, and it has
to be pasteurized. A cow will go out
and step on its udder and develop mastitis. It will eat leeks, which
make its milk taste like onions. I've
seen cows that have waddled. They
were drunk on silage. The color of
cow's milk changes at different times
of the year, and the taste changes.
You hear people talk about 'pure
cream,' but that's laughable. There's
no such thing. You can say 'pure
vegetable oil,' though, because there
you just don't run into all the problems you do with a cow."
HARPER'S/
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Rich went back to Buffalo immeICH'S
still sells Whip Topdiately and, with the help of a chemping, along with a wide range
ist he knew, figured out a way to
of other products: Whipped
make his own soybean milk. "It
Topping, Sundi- Whip, bread
seemed to me that if we could get dough, cake icing, pudding, pancake
it into a whipped cream," Rich says, batter, jelly donuts, frozen shrimp,
"then we'd have a better product
and cheesecake-not to mention the
than the cow's product, and the whole new Freeze Flo line, includprice would be lower." In Novem- ing Fresh 'N Frosty. Also, of course,
ber 1944, he founded Rich Products
Coffee Rich, the world's first frozen
Corporation to manufacture his in- all-vegetable coffee creamer. When
vention, converting his dairy's ga- Coffee Rich was introduced in the
rage into the production plant for mid-1960s, the dairy industry spent
the world's first nondairy whipped hundreds of thousands of dollars
topping. Its name: Whip Topping.
trying to keep it off the market.
At first, Rich distributed Whip Coffee Rich, they said, was "imitaTopping to the customers on his milk tion cream," and hence against the
routes, billing it variously as "the law. But forty separate court deciMiracle Cream from the Soybean"
sions ruled in Rich's favor. In 1974
and "Gold from the Soil." The early the Kansas Supreme Court declared
months were not a fabulous success. Coffee Rich "a new and distinct
"We were not chemists," an em- food," and the milk lobby gave up.
ployee later admitted. But gradualYou may never have consciously
ly Rich refined his formula, and in bought a Rich product before, but
1946 he was invited to make a sales you almost certainly have eaten one.
presentation to a refrigerated-food
The company's wares are sold undistributor on Long Island. He der dozens of independent labels
packed some samples in dry ice and (The Colonel's Chocolate Pudding,
newspaper and took the overnight for example) and dispensed in enortrain to New York.
mous quantities by institutions and
The following morning, while fif- food services. All this adds up to a
ty salesmen looked on, Rich took lot of business. The company anticout his samples and discovered with ipates sales of $450 million this
horror that they had frozen solid. year, $1 billion in 1986.
He began to perspire. Cow's cream,
Rich Products Corporation is prihe knew, would not whip after freez- vately owned, so don't run out and
ing. "I thought briefly about telling try to buy a lot of stock options.
them I had brought them all togeth- Bob Rich is still the chairman of
er to unveil a great way to keep the board. His SOil, Bob Rich, Jr.,
newspapers cold." He stalled for as is now president. The first year Bob
long as he could, then borrowed a Sr. was in business, the company
knife and hacked nervously at his had approximately $30,000 in sales.
frozen soybean cream until he could It now sells that much every ten
fit the pieces into a mixing bowl. He minutes. For the past $15,000 or so,
held his breath. "It whipped to per- I've been standing beside a machine
fection."
that makes Coffee Rich. One part of
No one was more surprised than the machine makes the cartons, anBob Rich. But he had the presence other part fills them with Coffee
of mind to realize that he had done Rich, another part pinches them
shut. It isn't hard to understand why
more than escape from a potentially embarrassing situation: he had Bob Rich and Henry Ford used to
invented the world's first frozen non- think so little of cows: this machine
dairy whipped topping. That meant really knows what it's doing.
I am touring Rich's main manuthat his market was no longer limited to Buffalo. Now he could sell facturing plant, directly across the
Whip Topping anywhere in the street from corporate headquarters.
world.
With me are two young women from
public relations and a very enthuQuite by accident, Rich Products
Corporation had entered the age of siastic man, our guide. After standing in a puddle and watching a mafrozen food.
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chine make boxes for a while, we
step into a dark room where the
temperature is 20 degrees below
zero. My Bic pen instantly stops
writing. Our guide says he worked
in here for thirteen years, and there
is longing in his voice. Snow is falling from the ceiling. Cases of Rich's
products are piled up everywhere,
like supplies for an Arctic expedition. The cold, to me, feels lifethreatening. At last we enter a
slightly warmer room filled with
thirty-pound cans of chilled, pasteurized, liquid eggs. "We're going
to make quiche tomorrow."
Our little entourage moves on.
Upstairs, in the mixing room, the
air is thick with the smell of butterscotch-for
my money, the
world's most horrifying flavor. A
man on a ladder is emptying hundred-pound bags of sugar into what
appears to be a gigantic washing
machine. The sugar comes in the
kind of bags you buy dog food and
fertilizer in. There is a hose lying
on the floor beside a sign that says
HANG UP HOSE. Outside, a tank
truck is pumping liquid sugar into
an opening in the ground.
Back downstairs again, we arrive
at the true object of our journey,
the machine that makes Fresh 'N
Frosty, the new Freeze Flo dessert.
To my trained reportorial eye, the
machine that makes Fresh 'N Frosty
looks pretty much like the machine,
just a few paces away, that makes
Whip Topping. But of course the
two machines are worlds apart.
Whip Topping is the past, Fresh 'N
Frosty is the future. Chocolatey goo
(brown gold!) splurts out 'of a nozzle into a procession of twelveounce cups. Our guide reaches over
and grabs a cup for each of us.
Splurt, splurt, splurt. That's the new
sound of frozen food.
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and Silverplate
Pattern Matching
Service
MORE THAN 2,000 PATTERNS IN STOCK
Up to 40·75% off suggested retail prices
We have hundreds of sterling and silverplate patterns in our vaults-active,
inactive, obsolete.
Many cannot be bought in retail stores at any price.
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name in our Silver Register and notify you when
we have additional pieces you might want.

"WE'VE

had opportunities
to sell this business a
thousand times over,"
Bob Jr. told me later
on. "But we don't even entertain
offers."
Bob Jr. started out in business
the same way Bob Sr. did, with a
bankroll provided by his father. In
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1962, when he graduated from Williams, his father offered to put him
in charge of a brand-new Rich's
plant in Canada and give him a
million-dollar budget to do with
what he would. "I was convinced
ill college that my father knew very
little at all and that I knew everything," Bob Jr. says. "Communication was nonexistent." Still, he took
up his father's challenge. After a
few Canadian
catastrophes-the
Whip Topping periodically failed to
whip, among other things-he
decided the old man was pretty smart
after all. "Now he's my best friend,"
Bob Jr. says.
Bob Jr. is tall and handsome and
has his father's piercing blue eyes.
He is a well-known nice guy, but he
is also a shrewd businessman. After graduating first in his class from
a special executive MBA program
at the University of Rochester, he
established the company's first marketing department and embarked on
a bold program of acquisitions. One
of his favorite purchases was a company called SeaPak, a shrimp processor owned by W. R. Grace & Co.
Grace wanted out of the shrimp
business, and the Coca-Cola Company was thinking about getting in.
Swarms of Coke consultants descended on SeaPak and spent nine
months poring over ledgers and
rummaging through file cabinets. Finally, the head of SeaPak became
so exasperated that he called up
Bob Jr. and said, "Why don't you
buy us and get these Coke guys off
our backs?" Bobs Jr. and Sr. flew
down the following day. They
looked at the books over breakfast,
retired to the men's room for a conference, washed their hands, returned to the table, bought the company, and went home.
The Riches' preference in corporate acquisitions is for father-andson companies that face extinction
because the fathers want to sell out
and retire. The Bobs move in, inject new capital, and leave the sons
in charge. The result is an uncommonly contented stable of acquirees
and an unusually rosy outlook for
the corporation as a whole. It was
precisely one such acquisition that
led to the discovery of Freeze Flo.
HARPER'S!OCTOBER
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1. KAHN wouldn't
have fit into the Rich
household. He was a
walking symposium of
childhood diseases: mumps, chicken pox, measles, polio. Born into a
poor Brooklyn family in 1935, he
wrestled with his invisible demons
and dreamed of a career in science.
He worked hard in high school and
won a full scholarship to New York
University's College of Engineering.
Someday, he hoped, he would have
his own laboratory at a company
like Standard Oil.
But Kahn's dream evaporated
when his uncle, who had started a
wholesale bakery business with his
father, suddenly died. Kahn was
forced to switch to night school and
spend his days unloading trucks at
his father's plant. Then, in 1967,
the elder Kahn fell ill and dropped
the company in Marvin's lap. "He
said, 'All right, now you run the
business, wise college kid.''' The
company was deeply in debt. Marvin's knowledge of management
didn't extend beyond the loading
dock.
StilI, the young man had some
new ideas he wanted to try. During
ten years as a laborer he had passed
the time by creating new products
in the only laboratory he had access to: his mind. What would happen, he wondered, if a baker didn't
have to make everything from
scratch? What if, instead of making
his icing every morning before
dawn, he could simply open a can?
"All of a sudden," Kahn says today, "I started to think, Maybe I
can save this business." He formulated an icing that remained stable
in a can and took it to a Dunkin'
Donuts convention. He came away
with $1.2 million in orders. "That
was six times the business we had
ever had," Kahn says today. "The
company was profitable from there
on out."
Kahn rapidly expanded his company's line, adding fillings, glazes,
and fruits. In 1973, the Bobs, who,
with their frozen batters and doughs,
had been moving in a similar direction, bought the company. Kahn
was put in charge of research and
development for Rich Products Cor-
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poration. After many years of waiting, he finally had his lab.
He also had another idea. "At
that time," he says today, "the
Achilles heel of the industry, as I
saw it, was that most in-store bakeries didn't have enough refrigerated shelf space. And I thought that
perhaps we could come up with a
tilling and an icing that would supply the answer by staying fresh
without refrigeration."
But bacteria thrive on unrefrigera ted icings, causing them to spoil
very quickly. One way to preserve
a food is to dry it, eliminating the
water that bacteria need to live.
Drying was clearly impractical for
an icing, Kahn knew, but maybe
there was another solution. Maybe
it would be possible simply to hide
the water-to bind it chemically to
the other ingredients. He made a
topping using the method he had
conceived and left it sitting at room
temperature for two months. "It
didn't spoil, and it didn't dry, and
it didn't crack." He paid a visit to
the Bobs.
"Marvin came in to see us," Bob
Jr. says, "and told us that he'd developed a topping that was better
than our whipped topping and didn't
require refrigeration. Well, this was
like calling your child a bad name.
But we said we'd take a look. So
he brought in a sample, and it
looked' good, the color was nice, it
whipped up well, and everything was
fine. Except that it tasted just awful. Like concrete."
The Bobs politely suggested that
Kahn stick his topping in the freezer
for a while, on the chance that exposure to intense cold might change
the taste-something that often happens with frozen foods. Kahn did
as he was told and then, disappointed, went home for the weekend.
When he checked his sample
again on Monday, he was surprised
to find that it was stilI soft. All of
Rich's freezers have recording thermometers in them, so a technician
was dispatched to check the readout. He returned with a strange discovery: the freezer's temperature
hadn't risen above 40 degrees below zero all weekend long. Kahn
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inserted a thermometer into his topping and watched in astonishment
as the mercury fell slowly to minus
20 degrees.
Gradually Kahn began to realize
what must have happened. If you
bind up the water in a product, you
do more than eliminate a medium
for bacteria: you make it impossible for ice crystals to form. And ice
crystals are what make frozen food
hard. Entirely by accident, Kahn
had discovered a way to make a
frozen food that didn't have to be
thawed. (Later, they discovered a
way to make it taste good.)
"It's quite ironic," Bob Jr. says,
"that we got started in this business
by having a product turn hard that
we wanted to stay soft, and now
we've secured our future by having
a product stay soft that we wanted
to get hard."

,

PLANT, as it grows, takes
nutrients from the soil,"
Marvin Kahn tells me in
one of his rare free moments. "We learned this in regular
high school chemistry, maybe even
in a grammar school science course.
The nutrients are all dissolved in
water in the soil; the trick is to get
the water up through the root to
the flower or the leaf or the stem.
There are no miniature pumps in a
plant. The way it gets those nutrients is through a phenomenon called
osmosis, which has to do with the
equalization of fluid concentrations
on both sides of a permeable membrane.
"In Freeze Flo, we do it just the
same way. Knowing the differential in pressures in, for example, a
strawberry, we can take the free
water out of the berry and put in
water that has been bound to fructose or to other natural sugars in
the fruit. We replace free water with
bound water. In formulated products like fillings, we simply make
changes in the ingredients."
"That sounds pretty simple," I
say (lying). "Why didn't anybody
think of it before?"
"I don't know," Kahn says. "For
example, in the dried-fruit area,
we're coming up with dried fruits
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that make ordinary raisins and dried
apricots look like nothing. We don't
understand why no one else has
done it."
Kahn goes back to his office to
get some samples. He returns with
plastic containers of dried grapes,
dried blueberries, and dried apricots. He made them by submitting
fresh fruits to the Freeze Flo pro~
cess, then removing some of the
water. "There's nothing added to
those," he says as I sample a big,
golden, delicious Freeze Flo raisin.
"Ordinary raisins have sulfur dioxide and other chemicals added to
them to prevent them from rotting.
We don't do any of those things.
These, when placed in cereal, plump
back up to their natural shape and
give off sweetness to the cereal,
which means the cereal doesn't have
to be presweetened."
Kahn and his assistant have come.
up with so many applications for
Freeze Flo that Rich's has begun
licensing other companies to manufacture its inventions. Freeze Flo
is already immensely popular in Europe, where refrigeration equipment
is much less common than it is in
the United States. On the day I
spoke with Kahn, representatives
from companies in Germany, Sweden, and the Netherlands were wandering around the hallways.
Freeze Flo has been slower to
gain acceptance in this country.
There are several reasons. One of
them, Kahn says, is NIH-the
Not
Invented Here syndrome. American
businessmen, much more than European businessmen, tend to poohpooh ideas they didn't think up all
by themselves. When Kahn and a
couple of other Rich's executives
went to make a licensing presentation at a large consumer-products
company whose name you would
recognize immediately, the researchand-development people in the audience were fidgety and unimpressed.
"Their attitude was, 'We've got
2,300 people ·in R&D and you've
got only forty. How could you come
up with better things than we can
come up with?," At one point a
company scientist stood up and said,
"We learned all this in high school
chemistry, and we've done this be-

fore, and this is nothing new."
There was a silence. Finally one
of Rich's lawyers stood up. "You
may very well have done this in
high school," the iawyer said. "But
you neglected to patent it."

told me he had to rush
off somewhere, but before he
did I asked him if. it was
true, as I had heard, that he
was experimenting with medical applications for Freeze Flo.
"Yes, I am," he said. "But I can't
talk about it. We have a very exciting breakthrough that I think
we'll be able to announce very soon.
We've got to get the patents first,
though."
"Does it involve freezing tissues?"
I asked. One of the' big problems
with freezing parts of people is that
the water inside cells expands, destroying the cells. Sounds like a job
for Freeze Flo.
"Let's just say it involves freezing living organisms in the body."
"And cancer cells?"
I expected Kahn to laugh at this.
But he said, "It's possible ... " The
project he's been working on has
nothing to do with cancer-"I would
be misleading you if I led you to
think that"-but
I could tell by the
tone of his voice that, forty patents
later, Marvin Kahn had stopped being surprised by the uses for his invention.
If you're the sort of American
who pays no attention to things that
other people invent, then you'd just
better 'watch your step. You may
not eat Fresh 'N Frosty for breakfast-and I may never eat it again
-but
someday, somewhere, your
life will be made perhaps as much
as one percent more convenient as
a result of what Rich Products Corporation has done.
And who knows? Someday, twenty or thirty years from now, our
children may look back in wonder
at that astonishing day in Buffalo,
when the topping that tasted terrible
was put in the freezer but didn't get
hard, and exclaim, as with a single
voice, "Now, that was the true and
immortal dawn of the Golden Age
of Frozen Food!"
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